
Do not open this book 

 

Alice and Sophie are twins. They both attend an old military boarding school where they treat the 

people that attend there like they are in prison. The reason why they attend this school is because 

they are trouble makers. They have attended every school in the area with in a 10 mile radius, and 

have been kicked out of all of them. That left their parents with no choice but to send them to this 

military school, but still, they like cause trouble. 

 One night when Alice was wondering around the school after dark, she found an old secret passage 

that led to a tall metal door. The door looked like it one of those doors they use in banks to keep the 

money in. The door was full of cob webs and spiders and was covered in dust. Alice thought it would 

be a good idea to check it out with Sophie. She ran back to the dorm as fast as she could, where 

Sophie was fast asleep. 

 “Psssst. Psssssssst. Sophie, wake up!” “I have something to show you.” Whispered Alice.  

“ALICE! Go Back To Bed, NOW! It is the middle of the night.” Said Sophie.  

“No, I really need to show you something.” Wined Alice.  

“Fine. But when we’re done I am going straight back to sleep . . . and you’re going to cover for me so 

I can get out of boot camp tomorrow morning.” Replied Sophie.  

“Alice gave her the look! “Fine whatever, now let’s go!” 

 Alice grabbed Sophie by the arm and dragged her to the door. “Where are you taking me?” asked 

Sophie. “You’ll see.” Alice was really excited to show her sister the secret passage and mysterious 

door. Alice guided Sophie through the dark, up the stairs and around the corners. Finally they were 

standing in front of the wall where Alice found the secret passage.  

“Is this it? This is what you wanted to show me? So, you woke me up in the middle of the night, 

dragged me half way across the school to show me an empty wall?” said Sophie in disgust. “No, this 

is the only the way to get to the thing I wanted to show you.” Replied Alice. 

She approached the wall and started feeling around for a loose brick. Gently Alice pushed all the 

bricks until she found a brick that would move. Alice started to push that brick a bit harder until the 

wall started to move. “Quick Sophie, get on!” Sophie hopped onto the moving wall and threw her 

arms around Alice. Sophie was holding onto Alice really tight, she was almost suffocating her. The 

wall came to a sudden halt. Alice looked at Sophie and sighed. She threw Sophie’s arms off of her 

and said “Seriously, you’re such a baby.” 

 There in front of them was that big metal vault door. “How do you think we’re going to open it?” 

asked Sophie. Alice found a piece of charcoal on the ground and started drawing up a plan. Sophie 

walked up to the door and started thinking. While Alice was trying to over complicate things, Sophie 

was thinking of a simpler and more effective way of opening the door.  

“Ok Sophie, I have an idea, it will be lots of work, but it should work.” Said Alice. “Or we could just 

try to open it.” Explained Sophie reaching for the metal wheel and started to turn it. The wheel was 

ice cold and gave Sophie the shivers. Alice and Sophie heard clicking coming from the inside of the 

door as the turned the wheel. Suddenly there was a loud CLICK! 



Alice ran over to the door to help Sophie pull the door open. Once the door was open Sophie had a 

look inside and saw a humungous sign. The writing on the sign was written in capital letters and 

painted in bright red with black writing saying ‘DO NOT ENTER!’  

The room they were in was almost like a storage place. There were all sorts of weird and wonderful 

things in there. There were old props from old theater productions, creepy dolls that looked like 

they were staring at you and even some things that looked like stuff people us in the army, like the 

camouflage uniform. There was one thing in the center of the room that really caught Alice’s eye. 

 It was a book, a big expensive looking book. It had its own stand and glass covering. There was a 

spotlight that really made the book glow. Alice ran straight for it. 

“ALICE! What are you doing?” asked Sophie. 

 “What do you mean what am I doing? I’m going to check out that book over there,” replied Alice.  

“You can’t touch that. It doesn’t belong to us. Plus we’re not even supposed to be in here. What if 

we caught?” Said Sophie. 

“Oh, stop worrying so much?” said Alice 

“That’s my job as being the older twin.” Said Sophie. 

“Yeah, by 12 minutes!” said Alice 

“Just think about what you’re doing.” Suggested Sophie 

Alice stopped for a moment and thought for a second. 

“Ok, Hmmmm. I thought about, and it doesn’t change anything!” 

She quickly continued running to the book. She wrapped her arms around the large cold glass that 

was protecting the book and lifted it up. She placed it on the floor. Her eyes grew 10 times bigger 

and that was making big twinkles in her eyes. 

“It’s more amazing than I ever could have imagined!” said Alice. 

 She started to reach for the book to open the cover to the first page.  

“Alice, Stop, what are you doing? You can’t open that. The cover says Do Not Open This Book!” said 

Sophie. 

“I don’t care.” Yelled Alice 

Alice ran her fingers across the cover of the book, a thick layer of dust covered the tip of them. She 

grabbed the edge of the book and opened it. As soon as she opened the book a huge banana cream 

pie flung right in Alice’s face.  

SPLAT! 

“Hahahaha! I told you haha, you shouldn’t have opened the book haha.” Giggled Sophie. 

 It was so hilarious that Sophie couldn’t stop laughing. SNAP! 

“Sophie what did you just do?” asked Alice.  

“I took a photo so I can remember this night forever.” Replied Sophie.  



 

THE END! 


